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verses in dead languages should occupy a position of
such importance in our public schools. Great as is the
burden to the boys, the correction of their exercises is a
heavier labour to the masters. In some schools it occupies
so much time as to make self-improvement and the proper
preparation of lessons impossible. No seriously beneficial
change in our public school education can be looked
for unless the worship of this idol is once for all abolished.
Locke declaims with equal decisiveness and force
against the practice, so common in our schools, of
repeating long passages of classical authors by heart. It
does not, he says, improve the memory. ' The gift of
memory is owing to a happy constitution, not to
any habitual improvement got by exercise. ;Tis true
that what the mind is intent upon, and for fear of letting it
slip often imprints afresh on itself by frequent reflection,
that it is apt to retain, but still according to its own na-
tural strength of retention/ In fact, memory comes from
interest. What children are deeply interested in they
will never forget. A boy who can never say his lesson
by heart will remember every detail of the cricket or
football matches in which feis heart really lies. Besides,
at best, this learning by heart is but learning to forget
again. An Italian preacher will recite by heart a long
sermon without loss of a word, but a week after-
wards he will not remember a word of it. Children
should learn by heart what they are intended never to
forget, and ' therefore,' says Locke, * I think that it may
do well to give them something every day to remember,
but something still that is in itself worth the remem-
bering, and which you would never have out of mind
whenever you call or they themselves search fof it.'
Locke's treatise is of great value to teachers, but it has
serious defects. Among these is his strange neglect of
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